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We investigate proper (~1, n. k, A,, ,I,)-divisible diffe:ence sets D in an abelian 
group G admitting the multiplier - 1. We show that this assumption implies severe 
restriction on the parameters of D and the structure of G. For instance, if D is even 
reversib!e (i.e.. D is fixed by the multiplier - I), the square-free part of k-I, has 
to be 1 or 2. In the case of relative difference sets (me., is thz case 1, =O), one 
necessarily has k = TV = A,, and thus the associated symmetric div~ibie desig% 
der D has to be a symmetric transversal design. We also construct some r.ew series 
of exampies, among them an infinite series of relative difference sets D with “weak” 
mcitipiier - 1 (i.e., - 1 fixes no translate of D but still induces an automorphism 
of dev D-a situation which cannot arise for ordinary difference sets). Fila!ly, pe 
partially characterize the (reversible j divisible difference sets witi; k - iI < 1; 
moreover, we obtain a complete characterization of all cyclic reversible divisible 
difference sets for which n is even. ‘c 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A divisible difference set with parameters .?I, rq k, 1, ~ and A2 (or: for 
short, an (m, n, k, AI, ,I,)-DDS) in a group G of order nm relative to a 
normal subgroup N of order II is a k-subset D of G such that every element 
gE G’.,,N has exactly A2 representations as a “difference” g = de-’ with d, 
e E D and every g # 1 in N has exactly /I, such representations. (With the 
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exception of some constructions in Section 2, we shall write G multi- 
plicatively throughout this paper.) In the special case a, = 0, D is called a 
relative dzyference set (or, for short, an (~2, 11, k, A)-RDS, where 1= AZ). D 
is called abelian or cyclic if G has the respective property. It is well known 
that D gives rise to a symmetric divisible design 
devD=(G, {Dg:gEG},E) 
with the same parameters as D, the deoelopmelzt of D, which admits G as 
a regular group of automorphisms (by right translation). In fact, symmetric 
divisible designs with a regular group G are equivalent to divisible dif- 
ference sets in G. For a proof of this result, see [S]. For more on divisible 
difference sets in general (including detailed references), we refer the reader 
to [ 1, 81 (where somewhat different terminology is used) or [ 141. 
Given G, a non-trivial normal subgroup N, and an element g in G, it is 
clear that all of G, G’\(g), G\Ng, (G\Ng)u {g>, Ng, Ng\{g}, (g}, and 0 
are divisible difference sets with respect o N; we shall call these examples 
trivial. A non-trivial DDS with 1, #A,, m # 1 # 11, and 1, # 0 is called 
proper, and in this paper we shall only investigate proper divisible dif- 
ference sets. [If A, =A2 or n?= 1 or 12 = 1, then the DDS will be just an 
ordinary difference set in G; and if & = 0, then the DDS will be an ordinary 
difference set in N which may-rather trivially-be considered as a DDS in 
any group G containing N as a normal subgroup.] As Ma [ 171 noted, the 
pre-image D of an (m, k,, &)-difference set D, in G/N under the natural 
epimorphism G -+ G/N always is an (m, n, nk,, nk,, n/Z,)-DDS in G. Since 
this is also a quite trivial construction, we shall call a proper DDS 
non-degenerate if it does not arise in this way. We shall see that a proper 
DDS is non-degenerate if and only if k - 1, # 0. Finally, note that the 
complement G\D of an (nz, 12, k, Al, A,)-DDS D is an (nz, n, mn- k, 
mn - 2k + AI, mn - 2k + 12)-DDS; thus we may also restrict attention to 
the study of examples with k 6 mn/2. Note that the two parameters k - A1 
and k2 - llzmn = k - 1, + (A1 - A,) n remain invariant under complementa- 
tion; they are analogous to the order k - 1 of an ordinary difference set and 
will play an important role. Two divisible difference sets D and E in an 
abelian group G are called equivalent if there exist an integer t with 
(t,IGI)=l andanelementgEGsuch that E=D”‘g={d’g:d~D}. 
An integer t is called a multiplier of an abelian (m, n, k, 1,) A,)-DDS D 
if the mapping CI: x +x’ is an automorphism of both G and the divisible 
design dev D. In other words, we require (t, mn) = 1 and Dtr) = 
{d’: dE D} = Dg for a suitable traxslate Dg of D. We call t a strong 
multiplier of D if one in fact has D (‘) = D. on the other hand, if t fixes no 
translate of D, t is called a weak mzdtiplie;. A standard argument will show 
that every multiplier is strong for some translate of D, if dev D has a non- 
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singular incidence matrix; this holds if and only if dev D is regular in the 
terminology of [3]. Divisible difference sets D with multiplier - 1 were firs: 
considered by Ko and Ray-Chaudhuri [ 141. If D actually admits - 1 as a 
strong multiplier, it will be called a retlersible DDS. Recently, some exp 
examples have been constructed by Jungnickel [IO] (implicit exam 
may already be found in [S]), and Ma [ 17] has begun a systematic study 
of these objects. As is well known for ordinary difference sets (cf. [B, 6, 7. 
20. 21, 233) and as shown by Ma [17] in the divisible case, reversibi!iry 
implies some severe restrictions on the parameters of D and the structure 
of 6. 
In this paper, we obtain several new results which yield restrictions on 
divisible difference sets with (not necessarily strong) multiplier - 1. In 
particular, we partially answer two questions of Ma [17] by showing that 
a reversible abelian (m, H, k, i,, /I,)-DDS can only- exist if tbe square-free 
part of k - 2, is 1 or 2 and by characterizing the cy reversible @aI>$j 
with f7 even. We construct several new examples of s with multjpijer 
- I, including an infinite series of examples for which no reversible DDS 
with the same parameters can exist. In particular, this shows the existence 
of weak multipliers; thus the concept of a strong multiplier for a DDS is 
indeed stronger than that of a multiplier (which is not true for ordinary 
difference sets). The infinite series just mentioned consists in fact of relative 
difference sets; we show that all the relative difference sets with mulripiier 
- 1 satisfy 177 = k = ~2 and thus belong to symmetric transversal designs. 
In particular, no non-trivial difference set with multiplier - 1 “lifts” to a 
relative difference set with multiplier - 1. We investigate some connections 
between DDSs and the “partial difference sets” studied by Ma [15] (which 
wiil be defined in Section 3). Finally, we also partially characterize the 
(reversible) DDSs satisfying k - I., d I. 
The problems discussed above are equivalent to the study of certain 
identities in group rings over the integers. Accordingly, with the exception 
of occasional combinatorial arguments, the methods used are mainly 
algebraic; they involve computations in group rings, the use of both 
complex characters and characters over finite fields, and some algebraic 
number theory. 
2. CONSTRUCTIONS 
In this section, we present all the constructions for non-degenerate 
divisible difference sets with multiplier - 1 that are known to us, i~cI~di~~ 
several new series of examples. We begin by recalling the following very 
general construction of Jungnickel [S, Theorem S.O] for DDSs. (We again 
warn the reader that the terminology of [S] is different from ours.) 
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2.1 Construction. Let {d,, . . . . dh) be an ordinary (possibly trivial) 
(m, h, A)-difference set in an additively written group H, where h is of the 
form h = qd+ ... + q + 1 for a prime power q and a positive integer d, and 
let U,, ,.., U, be the h subgroups of order qd of the elementary abelian 
group K= EA(qdfl’ ) (i.e., in geometric terminology, the linear hyperplanes 
in the afflne space AG(d+ 1, q)j. Then 
D= llj {d,}xQ 
i= 1 
is a DDS in G = H x K with parameters 
m, n = qd+ I, k = hqd, 1, = qd(qd-l + ... +q+ l), and lz=lqdpl. (2.1) 
Clearly, D will be reversible if and only if H is an elementary abelian 
2-group. (Since 
-D= i, {-di)xUj, 
i=l 
we require 2di = 0 for all i, and thus each non-zero element of H has order 
2.) Using trivial (h, h, h)-difference sets in this construction thus requires 
h=qd+ . . . + q + 1 = 2” for some a. We note the following result: 
2.2. LEMMA. If qd + . . . + q + 1 = 2”, then d= 1 and q is a Mersenne 
prime. 
Prooj Note that d and q have to be odd, and write d= 2b + 1. Then 
onehas2”=qd+...+q+1=q26+1+...+q+1=(qh+...+q+1) 
(4 b+l + 1); thus qb+‘= c 2 - 1 for some c, which implies that b = 0 and q is 
a prime (see Lemma 8 of McFarland and Ma [Zl ] ). Thus q is a Mersenne 
prime. 1 
Thus Construction 2.1 gives precisely the following series of examples 
when applied to (h, h, h)-difference sets: 
2.3. PROPOSITION. Let q be a Mersenne prime. Then there exists a 
reversible DDS in EA(q + 1) x EA(q’) with parameters 
m=q+l, n=q’,k=q’+q,,l,=q, and l,=q+l. (2.2) 
For example, we obtain the existence of reversible (4, 9, 12, 3, 4)-, (8, 49, 
56, 7, 8)-, and (32, 961, 992, 31, 32)-DDSs. Applying Construction 2.1 to 
trivial (h + 1, h, /z - 1)-difference sets yields the McFarland difference sets 
(cf. [19] or [2, Sect. VI. 71); here one obtains a reversible example if and 
only if qd+ . . . + q + 2 = 2”. As McFarland noted in [ 191, the only known 
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solution for this equation occurs for q = 5 and d= 2, which yields the only 
known non-trivial reversible difference set with r f 4n (having parameters 
(4000, 775, 150)). It remains to apply Construction 2.1 to non-trivial 
difference sets. All such difference sets in an elementary abelian Z-group 
have parameters (2’” + 2: 22” + 1 * 2” ) 2’* i: .T); if we want XI use these, we 
require that 2’“+! + 2” = qd+ .. + q + 1 for some prime power q and 
some positive integer d. Here we note the following result for the case d= 1: 
2.4. EEMMA. Assume that 22u” ’ + 2” = q + 1 jbr some prime po!ver q azd 
some positive integer a. Then (a, q + 1 j is or?e c!f TAefiw pairs (Q, 3), (1, 6 f, 
(1, 101, (2, 3Q), 
PYO@: Assume first that 22a+1 + 2”= q + 1. i.e.. (2s - i )(x $ I) = 
2.~’ + x - 1 = q with I = 2”. If one has 2s - I = 1, then 2 = 0 and q = 2, 
Now let 2s - I> 1 and let q be a power of ? e prime p; then p divides 
(2-u - I. x + 1) = 3, and thus p = 3. The case q = 9 yields .Y = 2, i.e., c = ii: 
for q = 3” with b # 2, the equation is clearly impossible. It remains to con- 
sider the equation 2’“’ ’ - 2” = q + 1. i.e., (2-u + 1 ,r(~ - 1) = 2.~’ - s - I = 2 
with x = 2”. Here simi a 1 r arguments imply that either .Y = 2 and q = 5: or 
x=4 and q=27. 1 
We do not know if the equation 21a+ ’ I 2” = qd+ + q + i has an:; 
solutions for db 2. In view of Lemma 2.4, Consrrucrion 2.1 with Ii- i 
yields exactly the following three examples of reversible proper DSs when 
applied to non-trivial difference sets: 
2.5. EXAMPLES. There exist reversible (16, 25, 30, 5: 2)-, (16, 81, 90. 
9, 6 j-, and (64, 729, 756. 27, 12)-DDSs, respectively, based on elementar;i 
abelian (16, 5, a)-, (16, 10. 6)-, and (64, 28, 12)-difference sets. (The case 
u = 6, q = 2 yields a (16, 6, 2)-difference set.) 
We now describe a variation of Construction 2. I due IO Sungnickel [ ! I ] : 
2.6. Constl-uctiorz. With the notation of Construction 2.1, 
E= b {d,) xSj. 
1=1 
where Si = K”?,,Cii for i = 1, ..~~ h. Then E is a DDS in G = I% x K with 
parameters 
ni> n = qd+‘, k= h(qd+’ - qd), ,iI = q”ii,q”+’ - qd- 1). 
and 
i2 = l,qd- ‘(q - 1)‘. 
i?.-ji \- i 
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Applying Construction 2.6 to (h, 11, h)-difference sets is uninteresting, 
since then E is just the complement of the DDS D constructed in 2.1. 
Similarly, using (Iz + 1, 12, h - 1 )-difference sets results in the complements 
of the divisible difference sets in G constructed by Jungnickel [9], which 
are “extensions” of the McFarland difference sets. Again, the only known 
case with multiplier - 1 will arise for q = 5, d= 2, and !I= 31: 
2.7. EXAMPLE. There exists a reversible (32, 125, 900, 275, 200)-DDS in 
EA(32) x EA( 125) which contains the reversible (4000, 775, 150)-difference 
set due to McFarland [19]. 
This leaves applying Construction 2.6 to non-trivial difference sets. Again, 
we only know examples for d= 1, where we get exactly the following three 
cases (using Lemma 2.4): 
2.8. EXAMPLES. There exist reversible (16, 25, 120, 95, 32)-, (16, 81, 
720, 639, 383)-, and (64, 729, 19656, 18927, 8112)-DDSs, respectively, 
based on elementary abelian (16, 6, 2)-, (16, 10, 6)-, and (64, 28, 12j- 
difference sets. (The case CI = 0, q = 2 again yields a (16, 6, 2)-difference set.) 
Next, we recall a related construction due to Jungnickel [lo]: Using the 
previous notations, one now uses an (12, h, I?)-difference set and forms 
which in view of Lemma 2.2 will yield precisely the following series of 
reversible DDSs: 
2.9. PROPOSITION (Jungnickel [lo]). Let q be a Mersenne prime. Then 
there exists a reversible DDS with parameters 
m=q+1,n=q2,k=q(2q-1),/1,=q(q-l), andA,=3(q-1) (2.4) 
in EA(q + 1) x EA(q*). 
For instance, we obtain reversible (8, 49, 91, 42, 18)- and (32, 961, 1891, 
930, 90)-DDSs. As already noted by Ma [17], another construction of 
Jungnickel [S, Theorem 5.21 gives the following quite general result: 
2.10. PROPOSITION. Assume the existence of both a reversible 
(n, k,, &,)-dzxference set D, in N and a reversible (4u2, 2~’ - u, u2 - u)- 
difference set Dz in K. Then 
D = (01 x (fW2)) u ((NV,) x D,) 
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is a rcwersib!e divisible d&ference set in G = N x K with parameters 
n? =?u2, n;.k= 2u2n + Zk,zr - m, AI = (2u’- u)(i? - 2k,) + 42.&,,, 
and (2.5, 
/1, = u7i1 - lrn + 3k, 14. 
In particular, applying 2.10 with N= Z2, i.e.. with (n, k,, 2.,) = (2, 1. fii, 
we obtain the only known series of reversible relative difference sets, 
{A series of non-reversible RDSs with multiplier - 1 will be construc!ed 
in 2.14.) 
2.11. COROLLARY. Assume the existence of a reversibie (4u’, 2~’ - ii, 
u2- ii)-d$jference set D in K. Then 
is a rrzersible (4u2, 2, 4~‘. 2u’)-RDS in G = 
By a result of Turyn [25], reversible (4u2, 2~’ - U, U’ - i;)-difference sets 
exist for ah values u of the form u=2”3’. (Et is conjectured that no other 
values of u are possible; McFarland [20] provides evidence for this conjec- 
ture by showing that the square-free part of II divides 6.) Using these 
difference sets in 2.11, we obtain for instance rev-ersible ( 16, 2. 16, 8 j-. 
(36, 2, 36, IS)-, (64, 2, 64, 32)-, and (144, 2, 144, 72)- %. 
It is well known that no non-trivial reversible diffe e set can be cyclic. 
For divisible difference sets, the situation is quite different. As pointed out 
by Ma [ 171, Proposition 2.10 also yields a series of non-degenerate cyii.: 
reversible DDS by taking D, = (0) in Z,,, where II is odd. and 13, = [C i 
2.12. PRQPOSITION. There exists a reversible ryiic (4, ,v, n + 2, n - 2, 2 )- 
DOA’, ItAeneuer a is odd. 
In analogy to 2.11, we may apply Proposition 2.10 to obtain further 
infinite series of examples by using for D2 a reversible (4~‘, 2~’ - II, L? - u)- 
difference set with ~4 = 2”3b (a, b arbitrary) and for D, either the reversible 
(4000, 775, 150)-difference set of McFarland or the -:rivial in. 1. Q)- 
difference set (0). We leave it to the reader to compute the parameters for 
these series. A small example arising in this way (for tr = 8 and u = 2) is 
a reversible (16, 8, 52, 36, 20)-DDS. (Using (II, 12, n j-difference sets is 
uninteresting, as it does not result in non-degenerate D 
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We shall also require the following series of examples due to Ma [17]: 
2.13. PROPOSITION. Let q = 1 (mod 4) be a prime power, and let 
G = Z, x &A(q), where we consider EA(q) as the additive group of the finite 
field GF(q). Denote the set of non-zero squares in GF(q) bJ> S. Then 
D=({O, 1)x.W~ {(O,O,> is a reversible (q, 2, q, q - 1, (q - 1)/2)-DDS in G 
relative to N= Z2 x (0). 
Note that the special case where q is a prime results in a second series 
of non-trivial cyclic reversible DDSs. We conclude this section by con- 
structing the series of RDS with weak multiplier - 1 already announced: 
2.14. PROPOSITION. Let D be a reversible (4u’, 2u2 - u, ~4~ - zt)-dtfference 
set in the additively written groztp H (which, as already noted, exists for all 
values u of the form u = 2”3b). Then there also exists an (8u’, 2, 8u2, 4u2)- 
RDS D with weak multiplier - 1 in G = Z, x H. 
Proof Note that the complement B of D is a reversible (4u2, 2z1’+ 14, 
u7 + u)-difference set and that the multiset of differences d - e with d E D 
and e ED contains each element of H with multiplicity u2. Now put 
and note that 1 El = 8~‘. The differences arising from E contain the elements 
of G with the following multiplicities ,u: 
(1) (0, x) withxf0: p= 2(2&11)+2(u2+ 24) =4u2; 
(2) (1,0) or (3,O): j.4 = ( 2u2 - u) + (2u’ + u) = 4u’; 
(3) (l,x)or(3,x)withx#O: ,u = (u’- u) + u2 + (u’ + u) + u2 = 4u’; 
(4) (290): p=o; 
(5) (2, x) withx#O: p = 2l.l’ + 2Z12 = 4u2. 
Thus E is a relative difference set with the desired parameters. Since D is 
reversible, one has D = -D, and therefore 
which shows that E admits the multiplier - 1. It is easily checked that 
-(E + (x, y)) # E + (x, v) for all (x, y) E G, which shows that - 1 is a weak 
multiplier. 1 
In the special case u = 1, the RDS E of Proposition 2.14 has already been 
exhibited in [S, Example 3.121. Note that for all the examples in Proposi- 
tion 2.14, k is a non-square. We shall show in Section 6 that a reversible 
(nA, n, nA, A)-RDS can only exist if k= n,I is a perfect square. Hence no 
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DS with the parameters of 2.14 can admit - 1 as a strong multiplier. 
Thus strong multipliers form indeed a considerably stronger concept than 
multipliers, an important difference to the case of ordinary difference sets. 
3. SOME PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we will collect some preliminary results which wiii be 
needed later. We begin with some well-known theorems from (algebraicj 
number theory. 
3.1. THEOREM. For arz~3 square-free integer a, there exisf i@lite(i mui:,~~ 
primes p such that (a:p) = -1, Hhere (a;p) denotes the Legendre s~wbo/. 
A proof of this result may be found, for instance, in the book by freianc 
and Rosen [S, Theorem 3 of Chap. 51. We note the following immediate 
consequence of Theorem 3.1: 
3.2. COROLLARY. Ler a be an integer. If one has (a,!p) = 1 jar a/! iu: 
,finitel~:~ many primes p? then a is a perfect sq?;are. 
The next two results deal with the factorization of prime ideals in 
algebraic number fields, in particular in cyclotomic fields. For detak, the 
reader may consult Weiss [26]. 
3.3. THEOREM. Let K be an algebraic number field, and denote by R the 
ring ?ji‘ algebraic integers in K. TheE ever)? non-zero ideal A # K sf R 
ufriqztei.lq jictors as a product of prime ideais (up to reordering the .factorsj. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let d and p be positive integers, 12 here p is a prime WP 
dikdiing d, Then the ideal (p) generated by p in the cj,cioromic field 
IrAere Ld is a primitive dth root of unit),. decomposes as ( p j = ?E, . : TI,~ IYF’;~F 
paktqise distinct prime ideals 7ci; here g = q( d);f, where f IS the order qf p 
mod~‘o d and nlhere cp denotes the Euler phi function. MoTeorer, the Gaiois 
auromorphism lr,hich maps cd to (id)P fixes cceq. ideal rci (i= I,..., g), 
Next. we mention some preliminary results on divisible difference sets 
whkh wilt be needed. We begin with the following theorem due to Ko and 
Ray-Chaudhuri [ 141: 
3.5, THEOREM. Let G be an abelian group ofoa’a’ order. Therr G does WI 
corzruin ani’ nontriaial dirisible d!fference set icith ,muitiplier - I. 
The following result is a special case of the Bose-Connor theorem IS] 
for square regular divisible designs (cf. [g]): 
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3.6. THEOREM. Let D be an (m, n, k, A,, A,)-DDS, where both k- 2, >O 
and k’ - 1, mn > 0. Then one has the following conditions: 
If m is even, then k’ - &inn is a perfect square. If further- 
more m = 2 (mod 4), then k - ,I, is the sum of two squares. (3.1) 
If m is odd and n is even, then k - 1, is a perfect square, 
and the equation 
(k’- J,mn) x2 + (- l)n1(m-1)!2 H~~JI* = z2 (3.2) 
has a non-trivial solution in integers x, y, z. 
If both m and n are odd, then the equation 
(k-a,)X*+(-l)n(n-1),*121,*=2* 
has a non-trivial solution in integers x, I’, z. 
(3.3) 
Combining the previous two results gives the following theorem (due to 
Ma [17] in the reversible case): 
3.1. THEOREM. Let D be a non-trivial (m, n, k, A,, AZ)-DDS with multi- 
plier - 1. Then at least one of the two parameters k - 1, and k’ - l,mn = 
k - 1, + (d, - A,) n is a perfect square. 
ProoJ: The assertion is trivial if either of the parameters equals 0. Thus 
assume that both parameters are #O. Then mn cannot be odd by Theorem 
3.5, and the assertion follows from Theorem 3.6. 1 
We now use standard arguments to show the following restriction on the 
existence of weak multipliers: 
3.8. LEMMA. Let D be an (m, n, k, AI, A,)-DDS, where both k-AI > 0 and 
k* - & mn > 0. Then every multiplier for D is strong. Thus weak multipliers 
can only exist in the semi-regular case. 
ProoJ: By hypothesis, the associated square divisible design dev D is 
regular. Thus every automorphism of D fixes equally many points as blocks 
(see [8, Proposition 1.121). Since every multiplier fixes 0, it also fixes at 
least one translate Dg. 1 
As is standard in the theory of difference sets, we shall make extensive 
use of suitable group rings. Thus let R be a commutative ring with 1, and 
denote by RG the group ring of a given group G over R. By abuse of nota- 
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tion, we will identify each subset S of G with the group ring cleme@t 
S = C,, s x. As usual, we define 
where t is an arbitrary integer. With these notatic’ns, one has the foliowing 
simple result: 
3.9. LEMMA. A subset D of G is an (m, n. k, ILL : 2,) - DDS in G re!‘atise 
to N f and only if D satisfies the following idenritll in ZG: 
DD’-“=k-n,+E.,N$-~,(G;,Nj. (3.4) 
If D is reL?ersible, (3.4) may be re#‘ritten as 
As a simple application of Lemma 3.9, we note i.he following result which 
is implicit in Ma [173: 
3.10. LEMMA. An (m. n, k, A,, A,)-DDS D it1 G relative to N is a wion qf 
cosets of N if and only if D is constructed as the pre-image of an ordinar!. 
dffeerence set D, under the natural epimorphrsm K G + G,iN (cJ: Sectiniz 1 j. 
Th11s k = A. I in this case. 
P~oojY Write D in the form D= EN and substitute in Eq. (3.4) :o 
obtain 
Denote the image of E under (x by E* and write H= G/IV; appiying x to 
(3.6 ) yields 
This shows that n divides all of k, AI, and E., and that E* is an (1~7, ks, &j- 
difference set in H, where I., = 4,/n and k, = k;n (since E” has coeftkients 
0 and 1 only). Thus D is constructed from E* as described in Se&on 1. 
and we also have k=L,. 1 
We shali show in Proposition 7.2 that the situatiofi of Lemma 3.10 arises 
if and only if k=,I,. 
The groups G we will consider are all abelian; we iviii then qtiite oftc~ 
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use characters x of G (into a field F) which will be extended to the group 
algebra FG by linearity: 
x Cw ( > = 1 a, x(g). geG &-EC 
(3.8) 
We will in fact always assume that F is a splitting field for G, i.e., that the 
characteristic of F does not divide IGI and that F contains a primitive eth 
root of unity, where e denotes the exponent of G. Often the characters will 
be complex characters, i.e., F= C. But we will also use characters over 
finite fields: Then F= GF(pf) is an extension of GF(p), where p does not 
divide (GI and where, for instance, f is the order of e modulo p. If F is any 
splitting field for G, then all characters x: G -+ F* form a group G* 
isomorphic to G. We have the following well-known result: 
3.11. LEMMA (Inversion Formula). Let F be a splitting field for the finite 
abelian group G, and let A = xgt G ag g E FG. Then one can recover the coef- 
ficients of A 
(3.9) 
If A, B E FG satisfy x(A) = x(B) for all characters x of G, then A = B. 
Lemma 3.11 is an immediate consequence of the orthogonality relations 
for characters. All this is well known, at least for F= C. We refer the reader 
to [18] (for the complex case) and [22] (for the finite case) for more 
details and for applications to abelian difference sets. It should be noted 
that the use of characters in the theory of difference sets-which is by now 
a standard approach-goes back to the fundamental papers by Turyn [24] 
and Yamamoto [27]. We shall require the following simple consequence 
of 3.11: 
3.12. LEMMA. With the notation of Lemma 3.11, let N be a subgroup of 
G and assume that A satisfies x(A) = 0 for every character x which is 
non-principal on N. Then one has ag = ah whenever g E Iz(mod Nj. 
ProoJ: Denote by Nl the group of all characters of G which are 
principal on N. By hypothesis, (3.9) now reduces to 
1 
a,=E ,&x(A) x(g-‘L 
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which implies the assertion (since any x E iI” iS ~0~§t2ITi On each cosci 
of N). 
Finally, we will also need another notion w ich pAay conveniently be 
explained using group ring notation. Thus let G be a. group of or&r r. 
A k-smubset D of G is called a partiua! difference se: with paramerers 
(:I. k. 31, $1 (or, for short, a (0, k, a. fi)-PDS) if :he identity 
holds in 2X, where 7 = k - a if 1 E D and 7 = k - 2 - fi otherwise. In oher 
words, the differences arising from D contain ea’ch element g Z 1 in G J 
exactly 2 times and each element in D’i, { I ) exactly #x + ,/I times. We refer the 
reader to Ma [lS] for a detailed investigation of partial difference sets. 
Note that D is an ordinary difference set if and oniy if /j’= 0; ii‘ rhis is not 
the case, D will be called proper. It is easily seen that D = D’ - ’ ’ for ev:ery 
proper RDS. We shall only encounter proper RX‘s no: containing I ; then 
(3.10) may be rewritten as 
D’=aG+nD+k-2. ,_?.j j- ! ,’ 
Another important parameter is the quantity L = &’ + 4): = 1: + 4(k - ::; ;f 
I $ D, In Section 7. we shall require the following two characterization 
theorems for partial difference sets (cf. Corollaries 5.5 and 7.4 of a iIs]‘) _ 
314. THEOREM. Let D be (c, k, G(, B)-PDS in the ,-?~?ic group G = Zi 
satisf+?g D = Di - Ii and 1 $ D. If L is nor a perfect square, rhen D hm 
parame.rers (p, (p - 1)/2, (p - 1)(:4, - L ) for a &me p E 1 (mod 4) r;nd 
either D or D* = Q,(D u (01,) is the set of noz-zero quaa’mtic residues in 6. 
If L is a perfect square, then either D v (0 ] or 6, D is a mbgroup C$ C;. 
Note that D and D* are equivalent, since we have D* = CD for any 
quadratic non-residue c. 
We shall also need the following construction of a large class of partial 
difference sets (cf. Ma [ 15, Proposition 3.41): 
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pairwise disjoint szlbgroups qf order s of G (i.e., any two of these subgrozrps 
intersect in 1 only). Then 
u= (j ui 
( >\ 
(1) 
u=l 
(3.12) 
is an (s2, r(s- I), r2 - r, s-2rj-PDS in G. There exist examples satisfying 
r = s + 1 (the maximum possible value of r) if and only if G is an elementary 
abelian grozlp. 
We shall require examples where s is odd and r = (s + 1)/2 in Section 7; 
it follows from known results that the only groups G possible are again the 
elementary abelian groups. Collections of subgroups used in 3.15 are called 
partial congruence partitions of G; they have found considerable interest, 
since they serve for studying certain geometric objects with nice 
automorphism groups, the so-called “translation nets.” We refer the 
interested reader to the survey by Jungnickel [ 131 (in particular 
Chapter 5). 
Partial difference sets can be studied in at least two equivalent settings: 
In particular, they correspond to strongly regular graphs with a Singer 
group, and they also arise in the study of permutation groups and Schur 
rings. We refer the reader to Ma [16] for a survey on these connections. 
4. DIVISIBLE DIFFERENCE SETS WITH MULTIPLIER - 1 
In this section, we shall obtain restrictions for divisible difference sets D 
with weak multiplier - 1. The following result generalizes Theorem 4.2 of 
Ma [ 171 for reversible DDS’s to this case, while simultaneously simplifying 
the proof of Ma’s result. 
4.1. LEMMA. Let D be an (m, n, k, I,, AZ)-DDS with multiplier - 1, sa? 
DC-‘) = Dg. If p is a prime dividing k - 1, but not mn, then D is a union of 
cosets of N. 
ProoJ Using D ~ ( “=Dg andplk-II,, we may rewrite Eq. (3.4) as 
D2g=A,N+&(G\,N) (4.1) 
in FG, where we let F= GF(pf) be a splitting field for G. Now let x be any 
character of G which is non-principal on N. Applying x to Eq. (4.1) shows 
x(D2g) = 0, which implies x(D) = 0 for all x which are non-principal on N. 
By Lemma 3.12, we conclude that D has constant coefficient on every coset 
of N, i.e., D is a union of cosets of N. 1 
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In view of Lemma 3.10. D is the pre-image of an ordinary difference se: 
in N and we have h = AI under the assumptions of Lemma 4.1. Thus we 
may state the following more positive version of Lemma 41 which is 
analogous to a result for ordinary difference sets with multiplier - 1: 
4.2. -h3EoREM. Let D be a non-degenerate l,n7, E, k: /1, i A2)-DDs !:‘i& 
fndtiplier - I. Then ecerJ> prime p diuidiizg k - A, a/so divides ~7. 
Our next result gives restrictions on the square-free part of the two 
parameters k - E. I and k’-~~,~7’7=k-/L1+(i!l-j.Z)ti. We use t;‘?e 
following notation: For any integer -7, let z* denote the square-free par: 
of z. 
4.3. THEOREM. Let D be a proper (n?, n, k, AI, j,)-DDS ivith 797uit@iieei 
- 1 -7 and let p be a priv7e. Tllen at n7ost me of t,he paramet2rs k - 1. I amf 
k’-/‘.,!77n=k-1,+(3.,-/i,!n cat7 be a ;7onsquare. Furthemnt-2. :.&e 
foilonling assertiom hold: 
[fp ditlides (k-A,)*, then n is a pou,2r cj’p. Moreocer, 
p=Z orpz 1 (mod4). ($,2) 
if p dicides (k* --AZ m7)*, then ST is a power cf p. 
&foreover, p = 1 (mod 4). i43 j 
BYOGJ Theorem 3.7, at least one of the parameters k- 2. 
ii* - 1.2 inn s to be a perfect square. Now assume first that p div 
(k-d,)“, and let x be a complex character of (7 which is non-principal 
on N. ‘Pising D’ - ” = Dg, we may rewrite Eq. (3.43 as 
D’g=k-/r, $i,,N+~2(G’\~N). !4,4-! 
Applying 2 to Eq. (4.4) then gives 
If there is a prime q #y dividing H, we may seiect such a character j: of 
order d, where d is a power of q. Then (4.5 j shows that k- Ar E 
where id is a primitive d’th root of unity in C. Reading (4.5) as an equation 
on principal ideals in Z[cd] yields 
<x(D))*= <k-J,) (4.6 ) 
since x(g) is a unit in Z[[,]. Using Theorem 3.3, we conclude from (4.6) 
that each prime ideal of Z [‘d] divides (k - 1, ) to an even power. In view 
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of Theorem 3.4, this implies that p divides k-l1 to an even power, a 
contradiction. Thus n is a power of p. 
Next assume that p divides (k2 - 3LZ nziz)* = [k-J1 + (;il - 2,) n]*, and 
let x be a nonprincipal complex character of G which is principal on N. 
Applying x to Eq. (4.4) this time yields 
x(D)x(D)x(g)=k-~,+(~,-3L2)‘~. (4.7) 
If there is a prime 4 #p dividing m, we may select such a character x of 
order q. Then an argument analogous to the one given above proves that 
m is a power of p. 
In order to prove the remaining assertions, we similarly select a charac- 
ter x of order d a power of p. Then Eqs. (4.5) and (4.7), respectively, show 
that 
(x(D))2 x(g) = PZ2 (43) 
for some integer Z. Assume that p is odd. Then d is odd, and thus the dth 
root of unity x(g) is a square of another dth root of unity. Hence (4.8) 
shows that p’:‘~Q(i~), where cd is a primitive dth root of unity. As 
Q( (p’)“‘) with p’ = ( - 1) (pp1’i2p is the unique quadratic subfield of Q(cd), 
this can only happen if p = 1 (mod 4). Finally, assume p = 2; then we 
cannot be in the situation of (4.3), since k2 - A,nzrt is a square for even nz 
(by Theorem 3.6). 1 
Note that there are examples for both cases: Construction 2.14 yields an 
infinite series of examples with (k - Ai)* = 2, and the examples in 2.13 have 
k2-~2mn=k-A,+(~,-12)n=q;forq=p’“f1, wherep=(lmod4), we 
therefore obtain examples with (k2 - AZ mn)* =p. We have no examples of 
DDS’s with multiplier - 1 satisfying (k-J,)* 22; as we shall see in the 
next section, no such reversible examples can exist. 
5. REVERSIBLE DIVISIBLE DIFFERENCE SETS 
In this section, we shall strengthen the results of Section 4 in the case of 
reversible divisible difference sets. We begin with the following theorem due 
to Ma [17] characterizing those reversible DDS’s for which both k--L, 
and k’ - 1, nrlz = k - AI + (AI - AZ) n are perfect squares. As we will cru- 
cially require this result in what follows and as Ma’s proof is extremely 
short, we shall provide an explicit alternative proof for this result. 
5.1. THEOREM. Let D be a reversible proper (rn, n, k, A,, A,)-DDS in an 
abelian group G relative to N. Then each integer t coprirne to mn is a strong 
multiplier for D (i.e., we have D ir) = D for all such t) if and on/j> if both 
k-2, andk’-A2mn=k-;11+(~,-~2)n areperfect squares. 
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PWC$ First assume that k-AI and k - i., + (A I - 1,) I; ax bo!h 
squares. It suffices to show that D (p) = D for every prime p not dividing EWE. 
Thus let F= GF(#) be an extension of GF(pj containing a primitive & 
root of unity, where e denotes the exponent of G. By Lemma 3.8 ! it suffices 
to prove 
x(D) = x(D’“‘) for all characters x of C (into F). (5.: ; 
Wow Eq, (3.5) implies 
if x is the principal character of G 
if ): 1 N is not ptincipal (52, iI 
k-i.,+(E.,-A,jiT if ): j N is principal. 
Since ii’, k-AL. and k-i, + (i1 - ,i2) n are all perfect squares, it fooliows 
that ~(0) E GF(pj for all characters x. Since D” z Dip) mody, this imphes 
x(o)=(~(D)j”=~(D~j=%(D’“‘j for all characters x of *G (into F‘) 
(5.3) 
Hence (5.1) is indeed valid. 
Conversely, suppose that D Iti = D for all I with (r, mu) = 1. %n particuar, 
every prime p not dividing WZH then satisfies Dcpi = D; &us (5.3) holds for 
every character 1( of G, Therefore one has l(D) E GE(p) for all characters 
n view of (5.2). we conclude that both k-i, and k- ,iI + (I., - ,I2 j R 
are perfect squares modulo p. Thus both k - /li and k - 2 1 t (13 I - I,) II are 
perfect squares module p for all bu a finite number of primes z2~ Wow 
Corollary 3.2 implies the assertion. 
As pointed out by Ma [17]> Theorem 5.1 exhibits another important 
difference between reversible DDS’s and reversible difFerence sets: For a 
reversible (r, k, A)-difference set, every integer f with (E;, P) = I is a (strong) 
multiplier. As already mentioned, the examples in 2.8> have 
k - /1, + (i1 - jUi) n = q, and thus will not admit air t with (!. H:E E as :+ 
strong multiplier if q is not a square. However, one has the following result 
also due to Ma [l7]: 
5.2. PROPOSITION. Let D be a reversible p~o-per (m, ‘I, k, A,> ,.I,)-DDS it: 
an aheiian gtvup G relatice to N, and let t be at? integer c*ith ( I, m.v j = ‘I. 
Then I’ is a strolzg rm4Itipiier,for D, 
As we will not require this result, we omit its proof. We shah consider 
the question which values of t will be strong multipliers below. In order to 
do this, we shall require another result which partially answers a question 
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by Ma [ 171, who has posed the problem whether or not k - A1 is a square 
for every reversible DDS. [As noted, this does not hold for DDS’s with 
weak multiplier - 1.1 While we have not been able to settle this question 
completely, we may give the following improvement of Theorem 4.3 in the 
reversible case: 
5.3. THEOREM. Let D be a reversible proper (m, n, k, A,, A,)-DDS in an 
abelian group G relative to N. If k-AI is not a perfect square, then 
(k-2,)” = 2 and n is a power of 2. 
Proof. We may assume that k - 2 1 is not a perfect square; by Theorem 
3.7, k - ,I, + (1 r - ;l,)n then will be a perfect square, say k - i 1 + 
(A,-i?)n=z’. Let x be a complex character of G. As in the proof of 
Theorem 5.1, (3.5) implies the validity of Eq. (5.2) (now, of course, 
considered as an identity in CG). Thus we have 
if x is the principal character of G 
if x 1 N is not principal 
if x 1 N is principal. 
(5.4) 
Let [, be a primitive eth root of unity, where e = exp G; then (5.4) is an 
equation in Z[(,] G. By Theorem 5.1, there exists a prime p not dividing 
i?zn which is not a strong multiplier; thus we have DcP) #D. By Lemma 
3.11, this implies x(D’j”) # x(D) for some characters x. Let Ic/ be the Galois 
automorphism of Q([,) defined by 5, + (i,)“; then x(D”“) = (x(D))$ by 
(3.8). Hence we have (,Y(D))~ #x(D) for some characters x. By (5.4), 
x(D) E {k, +z} c Z whenever x is principal on N, clearly this implies 
(x(D))~ = x(D). Thus (x(D))~ #x(D) f or some characters which are not 
principal on N. But both x(D) and (~(0))~ are square roots of k-2, in 
Q([,) and we conclude that (~(0))~ = -x(D) for every character which is 
not principal on N. Using these facts and x(DCP’) = (x(D))*? we now obtain 
if x is the principal character of G 
if x 1 N is not principal (5.5) 
if x 1 N is principal. 
Using Lemma 3.12, we conclude that D + D (p) has constant coefftcients on 
each coset of N, i.e., 
D + DCp) = c zg Ng, (5.6) 
&Yes 
where S is a system of coset representatives of N. Comparing coefficients in 
(5.6), one obviously has zg E (0, 1,2 > for all g E S. We have seen that 
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~(D’c”j f x(D) holds only if x(N) = 0; thus we have x!D’“‘N) = x(DAT;! fool 
all characters x, hence D ‘pJN= DN by Lemma 3.11. Therefore E = Et”‘, 
where we write E for the image of D under the natural epimorp 
2% onto Z(G!‘N). Now (5.6) implies 
2E=E+PP’= 1 nz,g. is 73 I-,.‘, 
PE s 
where ,@ denotes the image of g. Thus 3 is even, since there exists at ieast 
one coefficient zg = 1. [Otherwise, (5.7) would show that D is the union of 
cosets of iV, which forces k-i”, = 0 by iemrma 3.10, contradicting ;he 
assumption that k - 2, is a non-square.] Now Theorem 4.3 im$ies 
(L- -/ii )* = 2 and that n is a power of 2. 
Theorem 5.3 considerably strengthens a result of Ma [17]. No examples 
of reversible DDS’s with (li - i!)* = 2 are known, and we conjecture that 
this case does not really arise. [The situation is different for weak mulii- 
phers, as we have seen.] We shall provide some evidence for this conjecture 
by providing further restrictions on reversible DDS’s with (ii - >.! )* = 2 
We begin by characterizing those integers which are strong multipliers for 
a given reversible DDS for which k - 1, is not a square. 
Pi-OC$ Because of Theorem 3.5, t is odd. Vie Erst assume that !^ =.;I is 
a prime = i 1 (mod 8). As in the proof of Theorem 5.3, we may write 
k - i I f (2, - n,) n = 2 for some integer I. Now 2 is a square (mod p ) and 
(h--i,, )* = 2 by Theorem 5.3: thus each of k’, k - ,i,: and k- 2, -t 
(,iL1 - 22) II is a square mod p. As in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we conclude 
that x(D) E GF(p) for every character x and hence that p is a multipiier 
(where we again use a splitting field GF(,p-’ ) ). If. on the other ha&, p is e 
prime E I 3 (mod 8), we will have charactprs x for which ~(0) is not 
contained in GF( p)? since then k - ;I, is a non-square in GF@). For any 
such x, we have x(D)+ (x(D))“=x(D”j=~(D’~‘j; by Eemmz 3.11, we see 
that y cannot be a strong multiplier for D. Now consider the case of an 
arbitrary integer t E +I (mod 8 j with (mn. r) = 1. By Dir&Met’s theorem. 
the sequence 8bnm + t jb a positive integer) contains a prime p. Then y 
does not divide mn and p = f 1 (mod 8 ); by the case already considered, a 
is a strong multiplier for D. Since t -p (mod exp 6): r* is also a stror:g 
multiplier for D, A similar argument shows that no integer f with r- 13 
(mod 8 ) can be a strong multiplier for D. 
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Note that Theorem 5.4 provides a proof for Proposition 5.2 in the case 
where k - A1 is not a square, since any odd square is congruent to 1 
(mod 8). We will apply this result to obtain more information on G. But 
first we state an auxiliary result: 
5.5. LEMMA. Let D be a reversible (rn, n, k, A,, AZ)-DDS in an abelian 
group G relatiue to N for which k - I., is not a square. Then no generator of 
the Sylow 2-subgroup S of G is contained in N. 
ProofI Let g be contained in a basis B for S and assume that g is 
contained in N. Let x be the complex character of order 2 mapping g to 
- 1 and every other element of B to 1. Applying ;x to (3.5) yields 
x(D)’ = k - 2,. Since x(D) is an integer, this means that k - 1, is a square, 
a contradiction. [ 
5.6. THEOREM. Let D be a retlersible (m, n, k, AI, A,)-DDS in an abelian 
group G relatitle to N for nlhich k - A1 is not a square. Then the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(5.8) (k-A,)* = 2 and n is a polver of 2. 
(5.9) NC G2. 
(5.10) exp G is divisible by 8. 
(5.11) The SJ,IOIV 2-subgroup S of G is not c)lclic. 
(5.12) mn is divisible by 16. 
(5.13) A, #O (i.e., D is not an RDS). 
ProoJ: Condition (5.8) is true by Theorem 5.3. If N would not be 
contained in G’, we would have a generator of S contained in N (since any 
element in the complement of S, i.e., the subgroup of elements of odd order 
of G, is a square), contradicting Lemma 5.5. This proves the validity of 
(5.9). Now assume that e = exp G is not divisible by 8. Since ~212 is even, 
this implies e = 2, 4, or 6 (mod 8). We shall show that every integer r with 
(t, mn) = 1 is a strong multiplier for D; then k - 1, is a square by Theorem 
5.1, a contradiction. In view of Theorem 5.4, we may assume that t = i3 
(mod 8); then be+ t = +l(mod 8) for b = 1 or b = 2. Choosing b suitably, 
we conclude from Theorem 5.4 that be + t and hence also t is a strong mul- 
tiplier for D. This shows the validity of (5.10). If S is cyclic, then k - A, = 1 
by Theorem 4.3 of Ma [ 171, contradicting the hypothesis; thus (5.11) 
holds and any basis of S contains at least two elements g and h. By (5.10 j, 
at least one generator has to have order divisible by 8, which proves (5.12). 
Finally, (5.13) will be shown in Section 6 (see 6.4): 1 
We remark that none of these assertions (including Theorem 5.4) can be 
proven if one assumes that k - A, is a square while k’- A., mn = k - 1, + 
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(A, - A,) IZ is a non-square. The examples in 2.13 show that (k2 - A, vn.q)* 
may be odd and that we may have mn = 2 (nnod 4); the~l t 
given in the proof of Theorem 5.6 show that the remain 
cannot hold either. Theorem 5.6 provides strong evidence fo 
conjecture: 
5.7. Conjecture. Let D be a reversible (m, n, k, Ai, &)- s in an 
abehan group G relative to N. Then k - A, is a square. 
6. KELATIVE DIFFERENCE SETS WITH MuLTr~Liea -1 
n this section, we study the special case of relative difference sets with 
multiplier - 1. Our main result will be that any such (m, n, k, 1,)-R 
belongs to a symmetric transversal design, i.e., has m = k = nR; moreover, I?-? 
is a square if the RDS is reversible. We begin with some auxihary results. 
6.1. LEMMA. Let D be a proper (m, II, k, I,)- 
multipiier - 1. If (m, YE, k, .A) # (2, 2, 2, I), then :mkl~, k, and jti are all eaen. 
rooJ: Let DC-‘) = Dg. Then, given dcz , there exists some eE D 
satisfying a’-’ = eg, i.e., 
d E D implies (dg) - ’ E D. (6.1) 
Now assume that x = de-’ is a “difference” representation for x E 6. 
(6.1), we also obtain the representation x = (eg)-‘[(dg)-‘1 -I which will 
be different from the original one unless d= (eg)) r, which will be the case 
if and only if x = d2g. This implies the following: 
If x E G\N is not of the form x = d2g for some d E D, then 
x has an even number of difference re (6.2) 
Now j Dc2”g u NI d k + n <m + n < mn, since (k, m, H) # (2,2,2). Thus 
there exists an element x satisfying the hypothesis of (4.2) which shows 
that A is even. T 
7 
is implies that every element x has an even number of 
representations as an element in D(*‘g (since x = d2 g 
difference representation x = d[ (dg) - ‘]- ’ = uie - 1 wit 
DC2’g is a multiset with even multiplicities only, and 
Finally, mn is even, too; otherwise the mapping X--P 
tion, contradicting our observation about the multip 
We remark that the assumption (k, m, n) # (2,2, 
D = {S: 1> is (2, 2, 2, 1 )-RDS with multiplier - 1 in 
As an immediate corollary of Lemma 6.1, we hav 
Jungnickel [ 121: 
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6.2. PROPOSITION. There exists no proper (s + 1, (s - 1)/n, s, A)-RDS 
with multiplier - 1. 
For any proper (m, II, k, A)-RDS D in G relative to N, we let D denote 
the image of D in H = G/N. It is well known (and trivial) that D is an 
ordinary (m, k, &)-difference set in H. If D admits - 1 as a multiplier, so 
does D. Proposition 6.2 shows that 4 cannot be a trivial (m, nz - 1, m - 2)- 
difference set in this case. However, d may well be a trivial (m, m, m)- 
difference set, as the examples constructed in 2.11 and 2.14 show. We now 
prove that D can never be non-trivial: 
6.3. PROPOSITION. Let D be a proper (m, n, k, A)-RD.9 in G relatioe to N 
with multiplier - 1. Then D cannot be a non-trivial difference set. 
Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e., 4 is a non-trivial (m, k, &)-difference 
set in H= G/N with multiplier - 1. It is well known (see [2], [7], or [21]) 
that the parameters of D may be written as 
m=b(b+a-I)(b+a+ 1)/a, k=b(b+a), rz;l = ab (6.3) 
for suitable integers a and b of opposite parity also satisfying 
alb”- 1. (6.4) 
Now let p be any prime divisor of a + 6. Then p divides neither a nor b; for 
otherwise p would divide both a and b and then, using (6.4), also 1, a 
contradiction. Thus p does not divide ma;l. As p divides k, Theorem 4.2 
implies that D is degenerate, a contradiction. i 
We next prove the restriction on reversible RDS projecting onto 
(m, m, m)-difference sets, which was already stated in (5.13 j: 
6.4. PROPOSITION. Let R be a retlersible proper (m, m/A., m, A)-RDS in G 
with respect to N. Then m is a perfect square. 
ProofI Suppose that m is not a square. Then n = rn,I is a power of 2 (by 
Theorem 5.3). Select a subgroup S of index 2 of N and project G onto 
K= D/S; then D is mapped onto a reversible (m, 2, m, m/2)-RDS E in K 
relative to M= N/S. By Theorem 5.6, we have MC K’, say M= { 1, k2}, 
where k has order 4. Consider the coset Mk= (k, k-l). Since 
IEl = ni = K/M, we have IEn MhI = 1 for each h E K, in particular 
/En Mkj = 1. But then E#&“, since k and k-’ cannot both belong to 
E, a contradiction. 1 
Combining the previous results, we may state the following theorem 
which partially characterizes reversible RDS’s: 
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6.5. THEOREM. Let D he a proper (n?, I?, k, j.)-RDS i?l G wiatiw ta .‘G;’ 
with mu!tiplier - 1. Then one has m = k = HA ii.e., dev D is a s~m~wr.+c 
transwrsai design) and YII is even. lf - 1 is in fact a strong twitipplier $CF D. 
then in is a perfect square. 
Note that Corollary 2.1 I provides examples of reversible RDS’s and &a:; 
Proposition 2.14 gives examples for RDS’s with weak muitiplier - 1. Al! 
these examples have n = 2; it is an open pro&em whether any RDS with 
multipiier - 1 can exist for FI # 2. In particular, using an elementary abelian 
reversible (4u’, 221’ - II, z12 - It)-difference set with u = 2“ in 2.14 gives an 
(BE”, 2, 8~‘, 4u’)-RDS D with weak multiplier - 1 in G = Z, x EA~,~L:’ 1; 
nore that the weak multiplier - 1 fixes exactly haif Ihe points of dev D {i.e.. 
elements of C) and none of the blocks (i.e,, translates of 0). This is an 
extreme situation, as the following result on symmetric transversal desigr~ 
shows (see [Z] for background on these structuresl: 
Proq:: Let CL be an automorphism of fixing r;lore than m points. N,:e 
that u fixes a point I if and only if it fixes the second poi.nt X* in the poirtit 
class of x. Thus o! fixes more than rn;2 = il point classes of D. se;i 
P,, . . . . P;., 1. Given any block B, x then has to fix each of the points 
BnP,,...,BnP,+,. This implies j B n B” 1 > .;. ?- t and hence B = P. 3%~ 
r fixes every block of D and is therefore the identity a:&omorphism. 
7. DIVISIBLE DIFFERENCE SETS WITH ii - 2 i d 1 
In this final section, we shall investigate the structure of ireversibie j 
divisible difference sets having k - A1 d I. 5%‘: begin wirh E useful Lemma. 
7.1. LEMMA. Let sl, . ..~ s, be integers sari$r,ing 
12>Si>0 .for i= 1, ...i t artd s! + ‘.. +sI=k -i I /.i j 
for some irmgers n and k. Then ow has 
max C sj:s,,...,s,tZ‘)=n’ 
c 
I 
i=i , 
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or, respectively, 
and 
k s,= . . =s,,=n s,, + 1 =k-un for u= - [I (if n does not divide k). ,z 
(7.4) 
ProoJ: Let or, . . . . X, be integers satisfying (7.1) for which the sum in 
(7.2) takes its maximum value. If one has n > x, > x2 > 0, one obtains 
(x1-l)2+(s1+1)2+ i X;= i xf+2+‘(X-s,)> i x;, 
i=3 i= 1 i= 1 
a contradiction to the choice of the si. Thus there exists at most one .yi 
with 0 < xi < II, which implies the assertion. 1 
7.2. PROPOSITION. Let D be an (m, n, k, A,, A,)-DDS in G relative to N. 
Then D has the form 
D= u Ng iff k-A,=0 (7.5) 
or, respectively; up to cornplernentation, 
D= u Ng u {x}, 
( > 
tt#zere x$ u Ngiffk-A,=l. (7.6) 
geff gsff 
(Here H denotes a set of elements of G belonging to pairwise distinct cosets 
of N.1 
ProoJ: Let K be a system of coset representatives for G, and denote the 
intersection numbers of D by sg = (D n Ngl. Clearly one has the equations 
1 sg=k c sg(sg- l)=Ar(n- l), n+ (k-A,). 
gsK gtK 
We now put p = k - [k/n] n and apply Lemma 7.1. If k = A,, we obtain 
with equality if and only if n divides k. To see this, observe that 
M= kn- np++‘< kn (since n- 1 >J.J 20) with equality if and only if 
,u = 0. Now Lemma 7.1 implies that we necessarily have equality, and there- 
fore all intersection numbers #O equal n (which means that D has the form 
given in (7.5)). The converse is obvious: D then gives rise to (k/n) n(n - 1) 
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non-identity “differences” in N which have to cover each of the F: - i 
elements # I in N exactly A1 times, which shows k = il, = 
Wow assume k - AI = 1. Then there is at least one non-zero intersection 
number which is different from n; therefore ,G # 0. We IIQW obtain 
since ,u’ - lz!i + 12 < 1 for I < ,U < II - I. By Lemma 7.i, we necessariiy ha*.ie 
equality which holds if and only if ,L[ = I or p = FZ - :. Thus there is oniy 
one intersection number different from 0 and II, and this number is ? or 
tl- I., which means that D or G:$ has the form given in (7.5). Agakn, the 
converse foilows by counting “differences” in 1V. 
. ~_ 
We next characterize the proper reversible dtvrs;~s!e difference sets satisb- 
ing k - I., = 1 in terms of partial difference sets (up to compPemeetaricn’;- 
ProojY Let D be constructed as in (7.7) from LT. Since D ccnsists eC 1 
together with h cosets of N, we see that the unique element #P in N has 
21: “difference representations” from D. Now Iet x # 1 be an element of G 
for which the coset xN is an element u cf U. By definition of a PDS. u has 
CI - 1 representations from U; thus p”“(&T) will yield 2(r - 1) represen- 
tations of X. As 1 E D, we obtain the two further representations 
s=-y: = I!.--1 , t ) ~ ’ from Q, proving that +Y has exactly ?a representations 
from a. A similar argument shows that an element J’ # 1 for which the 
coset +;~N is not contained in U arises 2~ times as a difference from D. Thus 
D is a reversible DDS with the parameters stated in the assertion 
Conversely, let D be a proper reversible (~2, n, k, i1 t A,)-DDS in G width 
respect to N, and assume that k - /1, = I. Proposition 7.2 shows that D 
is-up to complementation-a union of (k - I ):!n cosets of N together with 
one further element, Thus we may write 
D=T-tg, where T= u JVgandg#T. 
.qe :
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(Here the elements in I’ represent pairwise distinct cosets of N.) Then 
Eq. (3.5) may be rewritten as 
D’=(T+g)‘=T2+2Tg+g’=1+(+&)N+E,zG, (7.8) 
which shows g’ = 1. Then g E D implies 1 E Dg, and as Dg is also reversible 
we may assume w.1.o.g. that g= 1, i.e., D = T+ 1. Writing U= & Vg, 
where g denotes the element Ng of H= G/N, and applying the natural 
epimorphism ZG + ZH to Eq. (7.8) yields 
n’U’=(.~,-/2,)n+~,nH-2nU. (7.9) 
Since Uf H, (7.9) implies that both (A, - A2j n + 1,rz and 
(Ai - 1,) n + A,n - 211 are divisible by I?; thus 212 is also divisible by n2, 
hence IZ = 2. Now (7.9) may be rewritten as 
U2 = (A,/2) H- U+ (A1 -A&2, (7.10) 
which shows that U is a partial difference set, since clearly U= UC-l’. Also 
1 $ U; therefore D is constructed from U according to (7.7). If we denote 
the parameters of U by (m, h, c(, b), we see (by comparing (7.10) and 
(3.11)) that indeed 2c(=A2, /3= -1, and h-=2/2+ 1. 1 
We remark that it is easy to show that the method of construction 
described in Proposition 7.3 will yield a DDS from a PDS if and only if 
one has 1 NI = 2 and p = - 1. As an application of 7.3, we can now give the 
following characterization for reversible DDS’s with the parameters of 
Proposition 2.13 (and 4 a non-square j: 
7.4. THEOREM. Let D be a proper reaersible (m, II, k, 1,) A2 j-DDS in G 
with respect to N, and assume that k - 1, = 1 and that k’ - A,mn = 
k - ;1, + (A, - 1, j n is not a square. Then-up to complementution-D is a 
(q, 2, q, q- 1, (q- 1)/2)-DDS, where q=~~~+‘for a prime p- 1 (mod 4). 
ProoJ: By Proposition 7.3, we have II = 2 and D is constructed from an 
(m, h, CI, - 1 )-PDS U in H = G/N. Note that the parameter L = j3’ + 4(h - a) 
of U is given in terms of the parameters of D by L = 1 + 4h - 2& = 
1 + 2(2/r - 1,) = li - 1, + n(A, - AZ) which is a non-square by hypothesis. 
Now Theorem 3.13 gives the parameters of U which yields the desired 
conclusion about the parameters of D. 1 
Note that the hypothesis that k2-I,mn is a non-square may by 
Theorem 5.1 be replaced with the assumption that there exists an integer 
t with (t, mn) = 1 which is not a strong multiplier for D. Theorem 7.4 settles 
part of the following stronger version of Conjecture 5.7: 
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7.5. Cmjecture. Let R be a proper reversible (m, ~7: k, j.1, t.,)-DDS in C 
with respect to N, and assume the existence of a prime pr not dividing i?srr 
which is not a multiplier for D. Then one has k- ;I1 = I.; moreover: 
k” - .i., PIE is a non-square and D has parameters as in Theorem 7.4. 
We remark that the construction in Propositton 2.13 also provides exam- 
ples for reversible DDS’s with the parameters stated in Theorem 7.4 in the 
case where 4 =pzLI ; ,s a square; no characterization result is known in this 
case. Ail known examples of proper reversible DDS’s with k - i,, = I for 
which k’- l,rm is a square have parameters as in 2.13. We shah now 
show how to obtain exponentially many inequiva!ent examples with :hese 
parameters. 
7.0. Construction. Let q=p’” for a prime g = P (mod 41, pt 
11 q’,” = Da, and let S be a set of t + I pairwise disjoint subgroups of the 
additive group G of GF(q); cf. 3.15. Now select any r subgroups !I,Ti, ~,~I C.. 
define the set U as in i3.12); by Proposition 3.15: C,: is E 
.’ - Y, t - 2r)-PDS in G. We want to apply the contruction in 
Proposition 7.3 to CT which requires t - 2r = -1, i.e.. r = (t + 1 i/Z. Then 
C: is a (4, (q- 1),!2, (q- l),i4, - I)-RDS and thus we indeed obtain a 
reversible (4. 2, q, q - 1, (q - 1 j/2)-DDS. Clearly any tw-o distinct choices oi 
the r subgroups C,, . . . . U, from S will result in non-equivalent PDS’s er and 
hence also in non-equivalent DDS’s. Thus we obtain (,,“-“l’! 2) pairwise 
inequivalent (q. 2, q, q - 1, (.q - 1);2)-LIDS’s 
We conciude this section with a result which partially solves another 
a [17], i.e., the problem of determining ail non-trivial cyclic 
7.7. THEOREM: Let D be a proper reversible (m, n, k, 1.,. i.z)-DDS ii1 Z,, 
with respect to N, illhere n is even. TheizPup to equivaleme and compleme;;- 
tation--D is a (p, 2, p? p - I), (p - 1);!2)-DDS coiutwcted as in Proposikm 
2.13, !!lhere p is a prime = 1 (mod 4). 
Proo$ By Theorem 4.3 of Ma [17], we have k - 11; = I. Proposition 7.3 
shows that D is constructed from a partial difference set CT wcith Li = t:’ ” 
and 1 $ UJ in N= G/N. As H is cyclic, we may now apply Theorem 3.14 tci 
reach the desired conclusion: Note that C: u ( I i cannot be a subgroup of 
6i, since otherwise D would be trivial. Thus we may assume that H= Z, 
and that U is the set of non-zero quadratic residues in N; 
and D = (N x U) u {(O, 0 j] has the desired parameters. 
Note that there are cyclic reversible LIDS’s for which ~1 is odd ;see 
Proposition 2.52); these examples have not yet been characterized. In 
particular, it is an open problem whether or not there are any other cyclic 
reversible DDS’s for which n is odd. 
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